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1.0
Introduction
1.1

Background

Benchlands Trail is an arterial roadway, located on the north side of the Town which provides a connection
between Railway Avenue, the Trans-Canada Highway and the Cougar Creek and Eagle Terrace
neighbourhoods. As identified in the 2015 Pavement Management Quality Survey, a segment of Benchlands
Trail is due for rehabilitation. Pavement rehabilitation projects provide an opportunity to consider corridor
changes that accommodate the needs of active transportation users of all ages and abilities. On
March 20, 2018, Town of Canmore Administration submitted a Request for Decision for Town Council to
approve a traffic calming pilot project for Benchlands Trail. The purpose of the pilot is to test traffic calming
measures to address the community’s concerns related to speed, volume and improving active
transportation as these improvements could be rolled into the rehabilitation of the corridor.
The need for traffic calming measures along Benchlands Trail is based on community feedback received
from the area’s residents through stakeholder engagement done in early 2018. Residents’ concerns are
documented in the March 20 Request for Decision report by administration. Key concerns focus on high
traffic speeds and volumes making it difficult for active modes of transportation to cross the corridor as well
as causing long vehicular delays and queues for turning vehicles on Cougar Creek Drive. The
March 20, 2018 Request for Decision is provided in the Appendix A.
Town Council approved the pilot project and on May 31, the pilot project was installed. The study corridor is
highlighted in Exhibit 1.1.

1.2

Integrated Transportation Master Plan

The Town of Canmore’s 2018 Integrated Transportation Plan provides several applicable policies that align
with the implementation of traffic calming measures. These are provided in the following table.
Table 1.1:

Applicable Policies (Integrated Transportation Master Plan)
Objective

Discussion

Mode split

Increase active
transportation mode share
to 40% for all trips by 2030

Providing reduced vehicular speeds and traffic volumes
makes the corridor more attractive to active modes of
transportation

Active
Transportation

Five network design
principals, including
directness, safety, comfort,
continuity, attractiveness

Traffic calming measures improve safety by reducing
vehicular speeds and make active transportation a
more attractive and comfortable option

Reduce Vehicle Speeds

Traffic calming reduces vehicular speeds

Enhance the
neighbourhood
environment

Enhancing the neighbourhood environment is achieved
through reduction in vehicular speeds and volumes,
making the area more attractive to users other than
vehicles.

Minimize conflicts between
road users

Reduced crossing distances and increase visibility
resulting in reduced conflicts with vehicles

Healthy Communities

Healthier communities are achieved through increased
use of active modes, which is a result of making the
corridor more attractive by implementing traffic calming
measures to reduce vehicular speeds and volumes

Traffic Calming

Sustainable
Transportation
Policies
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1.3

Study Purpose

The purpose of this study is to monitor, collect data, and analyze conditions before and after the pilot
implementation. The assessment will help determine whether the traffic calming measures being piloted
address the public’s concerns and whether adjusting any components is necessary to improve the traffic
calming measures prior to a potential permanent installation. The study also examines the impact of school
drop-off traffic on traffic congestion.

1.4

Measuring Success

Implementing traffic calming measures on a permanent basis requires successful outcomes of the pilot
project. Identifying measures that illustrate success is important for assessing the pilot. Key measures of
indicating a successful pilot based on public concerns related to high traffic speeds, active transportation
accommodation and delays on Cougar Creek Drive are in the following table.
Table 1.2:

Key Measures of Success

Criteria

Description

Traffic Speeds

Reduction in traffic speeds and tighter distribution of speeds.

Active Transportation

Improved comfort and safety of active mode users (cycling and walking)
of all ages and abilities

Traffic Delays

Limited or no impacts on traffic delays on Cougar Creek Drive

1.5

Report Outline

The following is a brief outline of the report.
Section 2.0 – Pilot Project Finalization
x

Pilot project implementation plan finalization including a detailed plan for installing the pilot

x

Pre-pilot implementation assessment, including anticipated benefits and disadvantages

Section 3.0 – Traffic Analysis
x

Pre and post pilot implementation data collection, including traffic speeds, traffic volumes, traffic delay,
traffic queuing and on-site observations

x

Pre and post pilot data analysis and summary (speeds, volumes, delay, queuing)

x

Comparison of results with measures of success

Section 4.0 – Conclusions and Recommendations
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2.0
Pilot Project Finalization
2.1

Options

Several traffic calming options were considered for potential implementation as part of the pilot. The pilot
project measures being considered were limited to those that could be implemented with a modest budget
as part of the road rehabilitation project. Given the constraints of the existing ROW width and surface we
limited the potential options for the trial to narrowing Benchlands Trail with the addition of either center
medians or curb extensions at the intersections.
Through the design process and discussions with the Town, the median option was found to be less
desirable. The turn movements and resulting swept paths of the School Buses from Elizabeth Rummel
School resulted in a need to locate the raised medians so far from the intersection that their effectiveness
would be diminished.
The pilot was constructed using flexible and TC barriers to simulate the implementation of curb extensions
on both Benchlands Trail and adjacent sidestreets and are shown in Exhibits 2.1 to 2.4.

Modified TC barrier used for implementation
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The geometry of the Benchlands Trail curb extensions was based on a desired lane width of 3.3m marked
using a yellow center line and white lane edge markings. The TC Barriers and flex posts were placed 200
mm behind the white paint lines to provide a buffer. The lane widths at the south termination of the side
street work was limited to 3.2m to allow for a gateway to the residential area.
The geometry of the curb extensions on upper and lower Cougar Creek Drive was designed to
accommodate the swept path of the most restrictive school bus operated by the Canadian Rockies Public
Schools Board (CRPS). A trial was conducted using paint and pylons to simulate the proposed curb
extensions. A driver from CRPS maneuvered the most restrictive bus through the intersection in all
directions to confirm the computer simulated geometry was adequate.

Curb Extension Pilot at East Cougar Creek Drive

Design Vehicle – Canadian Rockies Public School Bus (Largest in Fleet)
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2.2

Anticipated Results

The following table summarizes anticipated results, including benefits and disadvantages, provided for
discussion purposes.
Table 2.1:

Anticipated Benefit/Disadvantage Assessment

Benefit

x
x
x

x
Disadvantage

x

x

x

x
x
x
Other

x
x

Reduction in crosswalk user-vehicle conflicts by reducing the pedestrian
crossing distance, improving safety for crosswalk users
Better visibility between crosswalk users and motorists where the
crosswalk is installed, improving safety for crosswalk users
Reduced speeds, lower potential collision severity
x Speed reduction between 2 and 8 kilometers* is expected along
Benchlands Trail due to lane narrowing (horizontal deflection).
x Speed reduction for right turning traffic is expected due to reduced
curb radius.
Lower speeds, reduced crossing distances, and visibility improve
attractiveness of area for active transportation modes
Potential issue for large vehicles not able to turn due to the smaller
turning radius/yielding vehicles, vehicles may mount the curb or use the
adjacent (oncoming) lane
Potential conflict between vehicles turning left off Benchlands Trail onto
Cougar Creek Drive and pedestrians crossing the setback crossings
behind vehicles.
Cyclists forced into traffic lane through lane narrowing, increasing
pedestrian-cyclists conflict
x Permanent curb extensions are not compatible with potential future
on-street cycling facilities
Loss of unofficial right turn lane at both Cougar Creek Drive intersections
may lead to increases in queuing and delay at the intersection
Reduction in driver speeds results in increased travel time which may be
perceived as a disadvantage to some drivers
Potential snow clearing damage to infrastructure and/or Increased snow
clearing costs (if made permanent)
No significant reduction in traffic noise or air quality expected
No significant improvement aesthetically since curb extensions are
temporary. Permanent curb extensions can be landscaped and improve
the appearance of the street

* Transportation Association of Canada’s 2018 Traffic Calming Guide
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3.0
Traffic Analysis
Measuring success of the pilot installation is done through comprehensive data collection and monitoring
both before and after the installation of the pilot. The pilot project was monitored and data was collected
before and during the installation of the pilot, including speed, vehicle queuing, vehicle delay and traffic
volumes. The pilot was also visited and field observations made.

3.1

Speed Monitoring

3.1.1 Detailed Methodology
Monitoring the speed of vehicles through the corridor before and after the pilot project setup illustrates the
impacts of the pilot and provides a measure to evaluate success of the project. Speed monitoring was done
using a tube traffic counting system, manufactured by MetroCount. Tube counters are setup at a
predetermined location spaced perpendicular to the travel lane and speeds are measured based on the time
difference crossing the tubes. This is illustrated in the following photo.

Tube Counter Setup (Source: MetroCount)

Tube counters were setup at three locations over a two month period, before and during the pilot. Locations
of tube counters are illustrated in Exhibit 3.1.
3.1.2 Results
The 85th percentile speed is the speed that 85% of drivers do not exceed or the speed that only 15% of
drivers exceeded. This is the industry standard measure that represents the operating speed of the
roadway. Another important consideration when analyzing speed data is the distribution of vehicle speeds. A
compact distribution of speeds is desirable as it means the majority of vehicles are traveling at a similar
speed, which improves safety.
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The 85th percentile speeds for each location before and after the pilot setup are summarized in the table
below. Weekday speed data was used to calculate the 85th percentile speed. Data from May 21st has been
omitted from the Pre Pilot analysis due to the civic holiday. The greatest speed reduction of one kilometer
per hour was measured at Bike Park during the PM peak hour.
Table 3.1:

85th Percentile Speeds
85th Percentile Speed (km/h)

Bike Park

Settlers Way

Iron Goat

24 Hour
(Weekdays)

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Pre Pilot

58.1

57.0

57.4

Implementation
Week 1

57.0

56.8

55.9

Implementation
Week 3

57.7

56.9

56.4

Pre Pilot

55.7

55.0

55.6

Implementation
Week 1

54.5

54.0

54.1

Implementation
Week 3

55.5

55.0

55.5

Pre Pilot

50.3

48.1

50.6

Implementation
Week 1

50.4

49.1

50.7

Implementation
Week 3

50.8

48.3

50.8

Overall, the pilot project had minimal effects on vehicle speeds. The 85th percentile speed results above
imply that the initial reduction in speeds was due to an adjustment period, and as users became more
familiar with the pilot they became less cautious. As such, the data collected one-week post implementation
is not indicative of lasting driver behavior. To better represent this, the data collection periods have been
categorized into pre-pilot, adjustment period (one week post implementation), and during pilot (three weeks
post implementation period). While the adjustment period data is presented within this report, it is not
considered when evaluating the effectiveness of the pilot.
The 24-hour speed distribution for each location before and after the pilot setup can be found in the figures
below.
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24 Hour Speed Distribution- Bike Park
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Figure 3.1:

24 Hour Speed Distribution- Bike Park

24 Hour Speed Distribution- Settlers Way
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24 Hour Speed Distribution- Iron Goat
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Figure 3.3:

24 Hour Speed Distribution- Iron Goat

While slightly more compact, no substantial change in the speed distribution of vehicle speeds was
observed during the study period at any locations.

3.2

Queue and Delay Monitoring

3.2.1 Detailed Methodology
Similar to speed monitoring, queuing and delay monitoring at intersections before and after pilot
implementation provide additional data to evaluate and measure success for the project. Queuing and delay
monitoring is done by collecting the arrival time and departure time of vehicles stopping on the minor leg of
the intersections connecting to Benchlands Trail, Cougar Creek Drive East and West.
Data collection is manual and to ensure consistency in the way data is collected, recording arrival and
departure times must be consistent for each person completing the survey. Measuring arrival times vary
depending on driver behavior and the presence of an existing traffic queue. Departure times are collected at
the point when the rear of the vehicle has cleared the curb line.
Data collection was completed by Town of Canmore staff, using an excel spreadsheet on May 23, 24 and 30
(before pilot implementation) and on June 13, 14, and 20 (after pilot implementation). Additional data was
taken during the AM peak hour on July 17 and 18 to compare queues and delays when school is in session
versus when it is out. Data collection was generally performed from 8:00 am to 9:00 am in the morning and
2:30 to 5:00 pm in the afternoon in order to capture the peak delays and queue lengths.
Additionally, the number of right turning vehicles at each Cougar creek Drive intersections was recorded
during the queue and delay monitoring.
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3.2.2 Results
The queuing data has been summarized in the table below. The Level of Service of each direction was
evaluated based on the average delay per vehicle, from the Institute of Transportation Engineers, Traffic
Engineering Manual.
Table 3.2:

Unsignalized Intersection Level of Service

Level of Service

Delay per Vehicle (seconds)

A

< 10

B

10 - 15

C

16 - 25

D

26 - 35

E

36 - 50

F

> 50

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Traffic Engineering Manual

Table 3.3:

Pre Pilot Queuing Analysis
Pre Pilot (May 23, 24, and 30)
East

95th Percentile Queue
Average Delay (s)
LOS
Table 3.4:

West

AM

PM

AM

PM

4

5

14

8

14.7

12.6

39.9

21.2

B

B

E

C

During Pilot Queuing Analysis
During Pilot (June 13, 14, and 20)
East

95th Percentile Queue
Average Delay (s)
LOS

West

AM

PM

AM

PM

7

3

11

5

23.1

13.2

43

24.5

C

B

E

C

The data collected shows an increase in delays during am and pm peak at both Cougar Creek intersections.
The increases in delay were minimal, with the only decrease in Level of Service observed during the am
peak at the East Cougar Creek Drive intersection.
The most significant queues and delays were recorded during the am peak hour. This is likely influenced by
drivers taking their children to school. Delays are expected to decrease when school is not in session. To
measure the effect the regular school session had on the study intersections, pilot data was taken after
school was out and compared with the regular pilot data in the table below.
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Table 3.5:

During Pilot Queuing Analysis- AM Comparison
AM Comparison (June 13, 14, and 20; July 17 and 18)
East

West

School's In

School's Out

School's In

School's Out

7

2

11

3

23.1

8.3

43

9.85

C

B

E

B

95th Percentile Queue
Average Delay (s)
LOS

The table above confirms that there was a significant reduction in am peak hour delays and queues on the
Cougar Creek Drive intersections once school was out of session. Both intersections operate at a LOS of B
after the school season is over, even with the pilot measures in place.

3.3

Traffic Volumes

3.3.1 Detailed Methodology
Traffic volumes provide an indication of how busy the corridor is during the study and are also used to
determine whether there is a reduction in volumes, which could indicate that drivers are avoiding the area.
The tube counters being used to collect speed data, as described in Section 3.1, also collected traffic
volumes.
3.3.2 Results
The results from the traffic volume analysis before and after the pilot setup is summarized in Table 3.4
below. The daily and peak hour traffic was determined by taking the average of all weekday volumes. All
locations have an AM peak hour from 8:00 am to 9:00 am and a PM peak hour from 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm.
Table 3.6:

Traffic Volumes - Pre and Post Pilot

Pre Pilot
(May 17 to May 31)

Adjustment Period
(June 6 to June 11)

During Pilot
(June 14 to June 25)
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Daily
Traffic

AM Peak
Hour

PM Peak
Hour

% Change
Daily from
Pre Pilot

Bike Park

9276

562

796

-

Iron Goat

7210

528

600

-

Settlers Way

6764

505

671

-

Bike Park

9754

751

862

5.16%

Iron Goat

6986

502

624

-3.11%

Settlers Way

7566

564

657

11.86%

Bike Park

10064

749

877

8.50%

Iron Goat

7112

490

616

-1.37%

Settlers Way

7827

567

668

15.72%
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Iron Goat experienced a decrease in traffic volumes while the traffic volumes at Bike Park and Settlers Way
both increased. The time of year is a potential cause of the increased volumes. Canmore is a tourist town
and likely experiences higher traffic volumes between June and September when the weather is warmer.
The bike park and nearby likely Summit Café attract more visitors during this time as well. The same
reasoning can be applied to the decrease at Iron Goat. Iron Goat is located away from the city center and is
in a largely residential area so it would not experience the same increase as the other two locations. Iron
Goat’s three percent volume decrease in the first week of implementation may be due to shortcutting to
avoid the pilot setup.
A significant reduction in daily and peak hour traffic was observed between the days school was in session
and those when the school season is complete. Table 3.5 below summarizes the volume observations.
Table 3.7:

Traffic Volume Comparison - School in session vs out

School in Session

School Not in Session

Daily
Traffic

AM Peak
Hour

% Daily
Change

% AM Peak
Change

Bike Park

9880

771

-

-

Iron Goat

7659

578

-

-

Settlers Way

6963

510

-

-

Bike Park

9471

637

-4.1%

-17.4%

Iron Goat

7363

476

-3.9%

-17.6%

Settlers Way

6718

421

-3.5%

-17.5%

The approximately four percent drop in daily traffic represents a background reduction due to the holiday
season. As such, only 13 percent of the 17 percent reduction in am peak traffic can be attributed to school
traffic.

3.4

Field Observations

On July 20, 2018, the pilot implementation was observed in the field and the following was noted:
x

Drivers on Cougar Creek Drive stopped further back from the intersection than what was intended with
the “sharks tooth” pavement markings.
x

x

Drivers stopped so far back that they partially and in some cases entirely blocked the crosswalk

x

Yield sign set back far from Benchlands Trail may create a false sense of where to stop

x

Drivers appeared to be stopping behind the previous crosswalk markings, potentially because of
years of habit

x

Drivers are stopping as soon as they have clear sight lines up and down Benchlands Trail, which
results in a vehicle position that blocks the pedestrian crossing.

x

The “sharks tooth” treatment did not appear to be working to have drivers not stop on the crosswalk

x

There was not a lot of consistency where drivers stopped on Cougar Creek Drive

Cyclists use the roadway and the sidewalk coming up the hill and often use the crosswalks on Cougar
Creek Drive at Benchlands Trail
x

A cyclist crossing behind a vehicle stopped on Cougar Creek Drive had to yield to a left turning
vehicle coming from Benchlands Trail. The cyclist was obstructed by the vehicle waiting on Cougar
Creek Drive.

x

Experienced cyclists (based on appearance), used the roadway

x

As a pedestrian making observations, speeds on Benchlands Trail appear to be high, based on
perception
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x

Several drivers were noted to treat the crosswalk normally, yielding to oncoming pedestrians and cyclists

x

Pedestrians crossing Cougar Creek Drive appeared visible to drivers on Benchlands Trail, with no
observed sight line obstructions

x

There is a worn path at the proposed mid block cross (see administration report), between lower and
upper Cougar Creek Drive in the vicinity of Settler’s Way

x

Speeds did not appear to slow down at the road narrowing located between intersections

3.5

Traffic Analysis Summary

Speeds
Vehicle speeds were measured continuously for an extended period, before and after the implementation of
the pilot, at three locations along Benchlands Trail. Data was collected at the beginning and ends of the
corridor, including the mid-block point where lane narrowing was installed. The collection locations are
illustrated on Exhibit 3.1. Speeds were not measured at the intersections due to difficulty in collecting
consistent data with vehicles constantly maneuvering or stopping.
Data collected was analyzed and the results showed that there was only a marginal reduction in the 85th
percentile speeds, with the greatest reduction approximately 1 km/h, compared to TAC’s expected reduction
of 2 – 8 km/h.
The speed reductions may not have been achieved as the lane narrowing did not create a sufficient level of
discomfort to cause drivers to slow down. Geometric conditions for curb extensions from the TAC Traffic
Calming Guide allow for reduced lane widths as low as 2.75 m, compared to lane widths of 3.3 m that were
tested. Additional lane narrowing to 3.0 m may create a more desired speed reduction and is consistent with
the minimum lane widths for arterials in the Integrated Transportation Master Plan, which recommends 3.3m
lanes on arterials where no housing is present and with a central median, while 3.0 m lanes are
recommended where housing is present and without median. Lane narrowing to 3.0 m or below requires
additional analysis, taking into account the types of traffic on Benchlands Trail, although lane widths below
3.0 m are not typically recommended on arterial roadways.
Delay and Queuing
The average delay and 95th percentile queues on both intersections of Cougar Creek Drive were recorded
before and during the pilot with additional data collected when school was out of session in order to measure
the impact of school traffic. The average delay was translated to level of service, which is the industry
standard measure of traffic operations. A summary of the delays is provided below.
Table 3.8:

Queuing – Level of Service Summary
LOS (AM)
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The results show that the spike in traffic due to parents dropping off students at school causes the majority
of delay and queuing issues during the AM peak. Based on the data collected, the pilot project had limited
impact on the level of service at both Cougar Creek Drive intersections. The morning LOS at the East
Cougar Creek Drive intersection decreased from B to C with the pilot implementation and rebounded to a B
once school recessed for the summer. The morning LOS at West Cougar Creek Drive was not affected by
the pilot, but improved significantly from E to B once school recessed for the summer.
Traffic Volumes
Traffic volumes along the corridor were collected using the same devices that were used for collecting
speeds.
The results of the volume analysis showed an increase in traffic at the bike park and Settlers Way locations
of 8.5 percent and 15.7 percent respectively three weeks after implementing the pilot. This increase may be
a result of increased tourism and residents spending more time outside at the bike park with the warmer
weather. The volume analysis showed a marginal decrease of 1.3 percent at the Iron Goat location. This
location likely did not experience the increase of the other two because the road leads to a residential area
with fewer attractions. Additionally, the drop in volumes could be due to drivers that previously used the right
turn lane to travel to the roundabout and make a U-turn, no longer see a travel time savings with the loss of
the right turn lane.
Overall, while some discrepancies in the results may be due to differing weather and tourism trends, the pilot
seems to have had no effect on the Benchlands Trail traffic volumes.
Measuring Success
See discussion below for a comparison of the objectives and whether they were obtained as a result of the
pilot implementation.
Table 3.9:

Measuring Success

Criteria

Description

Discussion
x

Traffic Speeds

Reduction in traffic
speeds
x

Active
Transportation

Traffic Delays

islengineering.com

Improved
accommodation of active
modes of transportation
(cycling and walking)

Limited or no impacts on
traffic on Cougar Creek
Drive

x

x

x

Result

The results of the speed data collected
show that there was only a marginal
reduction in the 85th percentile speeds,
with the greatest reduction of
approximately 1 km/h.

Not met

Pedestrians and cyclist crossing
Benchlands Trail have a slightly shorter
crossing distance
Cyclists using Benchlands Trail are
forced into the travel lane with the road
narrowing
Pedestrians crossing Cougar Creek
Drive are blocked by vehicles stopping
on the crosswalk

Partially
met

The incremental change, comparing
pre-pilot conditions and conditions
during pilot is small, indicating the
impacts of the pilot are limited.

Met
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4.0
Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1

Conclusions

The intention of the traffic calming pilot to address the public concerns related to traffic speeds, traffic delay
and active transportation was not achieved by implementing the traffic calming project. The intention of the
traffic calming pilot also aligns with several policies of the Integrated Transportation Master Plan for
promoting active transportation, enhancing the neighbourhood environment and creating healthy places.
Additionally, the traffic calming pilot allows the Town to test potential measures that could be rolled into the
upcoming rehabilitation of the corridor, a proactive approach for efficient utilization of public funding.
Quantifying the success of the pilot project informs decision makers whether to proceed with the measures
“as-is”, make adjustments or consider alternative measures. Measuring success of the pilot included an
extensive data collection, analysis and field observation exercise, including traffic speeds, delays and
queuing. Criteria for measuring success included reduction in traffic speeds improved accommodation of
active modes (cycling and walking) and limited or no impacts on traffic delays on Cougar Creek Drive.
Speed measurements collected illustrated that generally, the traffic calming measures were not effective in
slowing speeds on Benchlands Trail. Achieving speed reductions along Benchlands Trail requires additional
lane narrowing (beyond 3.3 m tested) and/or additional traffic calming measures.
Traffic volume data collected demonstrated that the pilot did not cause any significant change in traffic
volumes on Benchlands Trail. Data collected after school had finished for the summer demonstrated a 13%
decline in traffic volumes during the morning peak hour, which can be directly attributed to school drop off
traffic.
Traffic delay at the east and west Cougar Creek Drive intersections did not increase significantly during the
pilot. The greatest increase in delay was 8.4 seconds during the AM peak hour from the east leg of Cougar
Creek turning onto Benchlands Trail. Delays and queues dropped significantly when school was out of
session giving both legs of Cougar Creek Drive a LOS of B. This suggests that the school season has the
most significant impact on delay and not the traffic on Benchlands Trail.
Observations made during implementation found drivers stopping at inconsistent distances from Benchlands
Trail on Cougar Creek Drive, in many cases blocking the crosswalk. In one occurrence, a cyclist crossing
behind a vehicle stopped on Cougar Creek Drive yielded to a left turning vehicle turning off Benchlands
Trail, as the cyclist was obstructed from view. Cyclists on Benchlands Trail were observed to be forced into
the stream of traffic due to the lane narrowing. Permanent installation of the curb extension conflict with any
future plans for permanent bike lanes on the corridor, if applicable.
Improving the pedestrian crossings of Benchlands Trail, through implementation of curb extensions, reduces
crossing distances and improves visibility of pedestrians. Mid-block crossings accommodate desire lines for
crossing locations and would reduce non-compliance.
Overall, the traffic calming pilot project did not measure up to the levels of success set out and additional
traffic calming measures are needed to produce the desired results.
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4.2

Recommendations

Further investigation into alternative traffic calming measures is required in order to obtain the desired effect,
including further lane modifications and rearranging the Cougar Creek Drive intersections to alleviate issues.
Options to address several of the criteria include:
Speed
x

Consider implementing alternative traffic calming measures such as horizontal deflection in the roadway,
particularly near intersections; (steep roadway grade to be considered in design of alternatives)

x

Consider implementing alternative traffic calming measures such as vertical elements (trees, etc.) near
the roadway between crossings with sufficient space to avoid impeding sightlines for pedestrians;

x

Consider further reduction of lane widths, down to 3.0m, in accordance with minimums established in the
ITP. The corridor serves the community as a major connection in the network but is primarily residential,
with occasional school and transit bus use;

x

Consider implementing a lane width reduction using a painted median on Benchlands Trail;

x

Reduce lane widths and speeds in the vicinity of the interchange to reduce speeding in the lower section
of Benchlands Trail.

Access
x

West Cougar Creek Drive may be reduced down to a single combined left and right turning lane without
appreciable decrease in level of service;

x

East Cougar Creek Drive – due to heavier right turn movement, removal of the space used for an
informal right turn lane could increase delays, particularly in the school AM peak. This should be given
consideration in future designs.

x

At each of the Cougar Creek Drive intersections consider the addition of a central median of adequate
width to provide a refuge for turning vehicles and a refuge for active modes users while crossing
Benchlands Trail. This intersection configuration would require widening of the roadway platform and
would result in costs exceeding the available budget.

Active Transport Design
x

Return crossings to original locations along the roadway, narrow the corner radii and roadway widths to
reduce crossing distances;

x

Introduce a separate and protected bicycle path along the uphill direction of Benchlands Trail;

x

Consider adding crossings at piloted crossing locations;

x

Make improvements to the Benchlands commuter pathway to address sightlines, safety, and comfort.

x

Consider active transport network connectivity downstream of Benchlands Trail to improve the active
transportation connections and accessibility of the Highway 1 interchange and access to downtown.
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